
ARISTOTLE DEFINED DRAMA BY WRITING A BOOK CALLED

Aristotle's Poetics is the earliest surviving work of dramatic theory and first extant philosophical Difference in how the
narrative is presented: telling a story or acting it out. B. Definition of a tragedy, and the rules for its construction. . good
â€”Aristotle explains that audiences do not like, for example, villains "making fortune.

And the Poetics cannot be accounted an exception. Some by voice. At present, films are the second leading
export of the United States. Nevertheless, the moral is at stake here and morals are important to make people
happy people can, for example, see tragedy because they want to release their anger appropriateâ€”if a
character is supposed to be wise, it is unlikely he is young supposing wisdom is gained with age
consistentâ€”if a person is a soldier, he is unlikely to be scared of blood if this soldier is scared of blood it
must be explained and play some role in the story to avoid confusing the audience ; it is also "good" if a
character doesn't change opinion "that much" if the play is not "driven" by who characters are, but by what
they do audience is confused in case of unexpected shifts in behaviour [and its reasons and morals] of
characters "consistently inconsistent"â€”if a character always behaves foolishly it is strange if he suddenly
becomes smart. After studying a lot of translations and interpretations, he interprets Prof. This strikes a
modern reader as a very arbitrary assumption. The true is, however, that those interpretations are very similar
to each other, and that Prof. In this context, he mentions some very interesting terms such as hamartia, hubris,
peripety, denouement, anagnorisis and finally catharsis. It is only through actions that Rocky can rebuild his
character; he cannot simply will himself to have more self-respect. For example, as we have noticed above,
true Tragedy had always taken its material from the sacred myths, or heroic sagas, which to the classical
Greek constituted history. What do we mean by story purpose? The plot involves a change from bad towards
good, or good towards bad. The fact is that much misunderstanding is often caused by our modern attempts to
limit too strictly the meaning of a Greek word. New York: University Press of America,  In the Roman
empire, on the stage of the Renaissance, through to the framework according to which every Hollywood
movie is constructed, the dramatic rules expressed by Aristotle's Poetics have been obeyed. Rules for the
construction of a tragedy: Tragic pleasure, or catharsis experienced by fear and pity should be produced in the
spectator. What did happen to A? So, what causes the actions? Then, the events will "possess more of the
marvelous," which is also the case if events out of fortune are such that they still give the impression of
design, of things happening as they should. Margoliouth, 


